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Star Army Starship Captain

Starship captains are Starship Operators who command a starship. Becoming a captain generally
requires prior service as a First Officer. Starship captains typically range in rank from Taii (Lieutenant O3)
to Taisa (Captain O6), depending on the size of the command and type of starship. Some admirals also
command ships.

Being a Starship Captain

The following guide is here to help you play a captain well. Read it and follow it!

Introduction

Starships are the most valuable tools in the universe; they are our homes, our weapons, our
transportation. As a starship captain, you control one of the most useful and powerful tools in the
universe. With that power comes responsibility and questions. What crew do I need? Is it okay to
customize my ship?

The guide below is a compilation of advice and resources contributed by Star Army captains, so that they
can share their knowledge with you and help you achieve success. Before reading this guide, read the
Being A Captain And Making It All Work section of the Military Roleplay Guide. It is a very insightful article
outlining some important points.
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Behavior

The public is going to judge you and the Star Army by your actions and appearance, so your conduct
should be above criticism. You must also set an example for the crew by being active, forward-thinking,
and responsible. Thoroughly consider your missions and prepare for them in advance. Show that you
deserve your rank and position, and that you can always get the job done. Communicate constantly with
your crew.

Deal with adversity by doing the right thing. Know the limits of your skills, your crew, and your ship and
constantly seek to expand them by learning. When you get assigned command of a ship, study its stats,
its inventory, and the crew roster. Assign it an inspiring motto and live virtuously by it.

Responsibilities

As a commanding officer, you are personally responsible for the efficiency and safety of your crew and
your ship. Your ship is a warship; you must keep it constantly ready for war. You are also responsible for
seeing that your crew upholds good standards of conduct and is promptly obedient; if soldiers fail, you
have the authority to punish them. Make your expectations clear. You should promote the crew's welfare,
morale, and personal growth. Finally, you are expected to prepare your first officer (XO) to be ready for
his/her own command.

Chain Of Command

The Star Army uses ranks to keep things organized and manageable. Your Chain of Command is the
path of authority and responsibility that communication (in particular, orders and reports) travels up and
down. Orders travel down the chain, while reports and information travels up.

As a ship captain, you should have a first officer to filter information and handle problems for you, so that
you are free to command the ship. The lower ranking personnel should be going to their department
chiefs and chiefs go to the first officer. If your enlisted personnel have to ask you what to do, there's a
problem.
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Also remember that while you are the top of your ship's chain of command, you are also part of the
larger chain of command for your fleet, and the Army as a whole. Report to your fleet commander as
often as possible and ask for help when you need it.

Command Style

As a leader, you have the choice of being a dictator or a team member. Which are you?

The dictator-type captain makes decisions on personal judgment alone without seeking advice and
opinions. This may work alright for more experienced captains, but no one is perfect. Under this
leadership style, the crew is expected to listen and obey, but is not involved in the thinking aspect.
Morale can suffer greatly if the captain is too harsh or makes a bad choice. On the other hand, if a
captain sits back and lets his crew do their thing with little to no involvement or guidance, the crew may
lose focus and lose respect for the captain. Don't be a babysitter in the background.

Captains who share the decision making process with their officers and crew are typically better captains
because they have better access to a wider set of ideas, advice, and suggestions. Ship captains provide
leadership, guidance, and goals with cooperation the crew. The crew needs to grow personally and
professional in an environment where they learn to make good decisions together and on their own,
instead of being stuck on just obeying orders. The reward for keeping your crew involved is better
interest, imagination, and motivation from the crew.

To gain the respect of your crew, you will need:

Communication Skills: They are vital in all areas of life, especially ship command.
Be calm, friendly, but firm. Strike a balance between being a friend and a leader.

Knowledge helps you make good decisions and gives you credibility.
Empathy: Show you care about the crew and their careers.
Enthusiasm builds morale and lift spirits. Show that you're proud to be part of such a great
organization.

Crew Motivation
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Soldiers have both intrinsic motivation and extrinsic motivation. Intrinsic motivation is the desire to help
people, to defend Yamatai, to fly around in power armor, and to operate the universe's coolest
technology. These are people's personal desires. Extrinsic motivation is people's logical desires such as
to get paid or build up a retirement plan. Try to foster intrinsic motivation; it is much stronger. A soldier
who does his/her job because he cares is going to work a lot harder than one just doing it for the money.
Build the crew's esprit de corps and encourage the crew to build friendships. Show them how the Star
Army is working to improve the universe and the lives of people in it. If you help them identify with the
Star Army's goals, you can build loyalty to the ship and the Star Army.

Eat with your crew when you can. This helps them see you as part of the crew rather than just “the
boss.” Other “bonding time” you can have with your crew can be recreation activities (picnics, sports),
the daily ship cleaning hour, and training side-by-side with them.

Managing Crew

Your crew helps you run the ship.
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Typical Crew Setup

For most small starships, an ideal crew includes:

1 Starship Captain, which is you, and probably also the GM.
1 First Officer
2 Starship Operators, at least one of which is an NPC to watch the bridge when PCs aren't there.
2 Technicians/Engineers, at least one of which is an NPC.
1 Science Specialist
1 Medical Specialist
1 Cargo and Supply Specialist
1 Ship's Cook (NPC)

Try to keep all members of your crew (particularly player characters) involved in the mission, unless they
need to be left out for some reason (OOC absence, working on something else already, etc.)

Take control of your ship's recruiting; it's not only your duty but also a great idea. Rather than be
assigned crew by Personnel Management, actively look for new players to fill open positions, and warmly
welcome them into your plot and community. Drop inactive characters so that new people know there's
room for them. Avoid recruiting anyone already in multiple plots; you should focus your efforts outside of
Star Army, on the rest of the internet. There's a topic on places to recruit in the GM forum, here.

Promotions

The captain of a ship (and only the captain) has the ability to promote crew members up to 2 ranks at a
time, up to the rank of Taii. Promotions to Shosa and greater ranks have to be approved by your fleet
commander. Promotions should be given based on a soldier's performance and activity. Reward
characters for their good posts and for setting a good example. Don't promote anyone that hasn't earned
a promotion.

Missions

In the Star Army, your job as a captain is to achieve the mission. Sometimes missions will be assigned to
you, but most often you should be making them up on your own. Missions are very important because
they create RP opportunities for your crew. Don't have your ship just sitting around all the time; be busy!
If you need a mission or ideas for a mission, ask your fleet commander or consult the list below:

Common Types of Missions

Command: Overseeing operations of other ships, missions, or personnel
Squadron Operations

Colonization: Setting up new planetary facilities.
Building Structures
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Digging Tunnels
Setting up defenses

Combat: Taking on enemy forces
Fleet Combat (line of battle)
Raid/Strike (get in, destroy target, get out)
Seek and Destroy

Escort: Protecting cargo ships against pirate or enemy attack
Exploration: Charting and visiting new star systems and planets

Dropping off orbital survey platforms
Humanitarian: Helping the needy with medical care or supplies
Medevac: Picking up injured personnel with shuttles and treating them in your ship's medical
center

Responding to calls for help
Search and Rescue

Intelligence: Gathering Information on the Enemy
Communications monitoring
Infiltration
Scout/Recon Missions

Invasion: Taking over an enemy facility or territory.
Artillery (fire support)
Infantry Operations (power armor and ground vehicles)
POW Capture

Research and Development
Designing new equipment and guides
Testing new starship systems

Repair and Salvage
Damaged starship recovery
Helping other ships with damage control efforts

Transport: Moving something or someone to somewhere
Cargo pickup/dropoff (good for social interaction; downtime)
Moving VIPs
Troop or Vehicle (typically STV) dropoff/pickup

Further Mission Ideas

For more mission ideas, take a look at The Big List of RPG Plots (off-site link).

Modifications

Star Army policy permits a captain to add equipment to starships so long as the equipment:

does not interfere with compatibility with other Star Army starships and equipment
does not reduce starship capabilities
does not interfere with identification (IFF, standard coloration and markings)

https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=stararmy:small_craft:orbital_geological_survey_platform
https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=stararmy:vehicles:kz_type_30_stv
http://www.io.com/~sjohn/plots.htm
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If there's any question at all, talk to your fleet commander to discuss the matter.

Tactics

Be familiar with Star Army Strategy and Tactics.

List of Star Army Captains

These are the characters currently listed as Star Army starship captains.

Page SAOY Assignment
Aerlia Lei'Shela YSS Wyvern
Alastair Belmont YSS Kōun
Ambriel Cinna YSS Anoiktos
Aoba Kuranosuke YSS Resurgence
Asakaki, Ragnhildr YSS Korifumi
Benna YSS Renaissance
Gushiken Chizuru YSS Motome
Hayashi Shizuka Fifth Fleet
Ikigai Majime Fort Victory Reserve Center
Kage Yaichiro Fort Tokyo
Keiu Anrui YSS Battle of Elysia
Kessaku Eris YSS Nozomi
Kessaku Sakai Yuuko Scorpio Star Fortress
Koyama YSS Resurgence
Kuroiairisu Saeko YSS Soyokaze
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Page SAOY Assignment
Kurusu Misaki YSS Teisenjou
Motoyoshi Kaoru YSS Mazu
Motoyoshi Tachiko YSS Yukika II
Motoyoshi-Igarashi Yuka YSS Akuro II
Motoyoshi-Yamada Ayano First Expeditionary Fleet
Naka Nai YSS Kikyō
Numa Atsui YSS Heitan
Odell, Gils YSS Heitan
Okano Yoshiko YSS Kōkatsu
Rufus Sydney YSS Illustrious
Ryder Hayden YSS Shiroyama
Sakura Blackberry YSS Eucharis
Sakura Blueberry YSS Firebird
Sakurai Mizuki YSS Tengu
Scott Kaine YSS Hiro
Seth Larai YSS Genesis
Shimatani Takeo YSS Relief
Sibyl Gorganis Fort Victory Reserve Center
Tachibana Hayate Task Force Phantom
Taiyou Hoshi YSS Kaiyō II
Takahashi Ryosuke YSS Erytheia
Takeyu Nayacesen YSS Ryūjō
Teien Eden YSS Kaiyō II
Thomas Canterbury YSS Wakaba
Yukari Freeman YSS Miharu
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